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WHAT?

WHY?

Visit Finland’s Rent a Finn is an initiative where
regular Finns share their knowledge and show
travellers how to connect with nature and find
their calm. The Happiness Guides will host
travellers for three summer days and introduce
them to Finnish nature through their own
activities. Experiences can be anything from
visiting a national park to spending a weekend
fishing at a real summer cottage, berry picking in
the wilderness, enjoying a proper Finnish sauna
– basically all the things that we Finns love to do
in nature and what makes Finland the happiest
country in the world.

Rent a Finn responds to the current travel trend
of authenticity and local experience. According
to a UN study, Finland is the happiest country in
the world – quite possibly thanks to our special
connection to nature.
Now it’s time everyone had a chance to learn
from the best. The world is getting busier and
busier. Many travellers search for silence and
serene nature. Well, Finland has those things in
abundance. That’s why Finns are opening their
homes and lives and welcoming visitors to
experience how to reconnect with nature.
Finnish nature with a local guide is the perfect
way to find your calm.

WHEN?
February

Recruiting Finnish
happiness guides

March

April - May

June - August

Selection process
Application for
travellers opens

Visits

September

Documentary material
of visits released

ADDITIONAL INFO:
Visit Finland
Visit Finland, a unit of Business Finland, is a national authority on tourism and an active
force in promoting international travel to Finland. Their main goal is to develop Finland’s
international image as a destination. Visit Finland supports the travel industry through
research and helps businesses and groups develop products and services for the
international market.

www.rentaﬁnn.com

Share & follow: # rentafinn | # visitfinland

